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Client Screen
The Client screen remains unchanged.
The "Client" is the person who owns or
who has inherited a retirement account.
The State is unimportant except in the
case of minor children of a deceased
planholder.
The Sex field does not impact the
calculations.
The Date of Birth is essential to
accurately calculate an RMD.

Calculation Screen

The first two options on the RMD are
unchanged; however, the RMD age is
now 72 for persons born after 6/30/1949.
The "Other Beneficiary" replaced "NonSpouse Beneficiary". When the Original
Planholder Date of Death is prior to
1/1/2020 the software will use the old
"Non-Beneficiary" rules.
"Other Beneficiary," when the Original
Planholder's Date of Death is after 2019,
introduces 4 special "eligible designated
beneficiary" options who receive lifetime
distributions:
• Spouse
• Born less than 10 years of deceased
planholder (calculated automatically)
• Minor child of deceased planholder
• Disabled for critically ill
Generally, all other beneficiaries must
distribute the inherited account within 10
years.

Eligible Designated Beneficiaries Who Can Take Life Expectancy Distributions
•
•
•

•

the spouse of the deceased planholder (generally applies when spouse is not the 100% beneficiary)
an individual who is no more than ten years younger than the plan owner
a child of a deceased plan owner who has not reached the age of majority. Must change to 10 year
distribution when reaching majority age. The age of majority is 18 for all states except Mississippi,
where it is 21, and in Arkansas and Nebraska where it is age 19.
a disabled or chronically ill individual

Sample RMD Calculations, for Sally Martin, DOB 5/23/1954
As a surviving spouse, there are 3 ways Sally can take her inherited IRA:
Example 1, Surviving Spouse Taking Ownership
RMD Input Screen:

RMD Input Screen:

Sally won't have to take RMDs for 6 more years.
Generally the best option because it uses the
Uniform Lifetime Table which has lower factors.
Only available if spouse is 100% beneficiary.

Compare this calculation with the two sample calculations on the next page and it will become
completely clear why married people with retirement accounts need the advice of a trained
financial advisor to help them fill out beneficiary designations that will help them accomplish
their financial objectives. A beneficiary designation on a person's 401(k) that reads, "Half to my
spouse, the balance evenly split between my children" may cause a lump sum or 5 year payout with
adverse income tax consequences to the beneficiary. An IRA rollover into two IRA accounts, one
with spouse as 100% beneficiary, and the other with each child named individually, is much more
likely to accomplish the client's desires.

Example 2, Surviving Spouse Not Taking Ownership

This makes little sense compared to example 1
because RMDs are required right away and it uses
the higher, IRS Single Life Expectancy tables. May
be a valid option when the spouse is several years
older than the deceased planholder. Only available
if spouse is 100% beneficiary.

Example 3, Surviving Spouse Not 100% Beneficiary

A good example of "what to avoid." It looks
deceptively the same as example 2, which
recalculates the life expectancy each year, but this
formula reduces the IRS factor by 1 each year so
the account will be depleted entirely after 20 years.

Sample Non-Spouse RMD Calculations
Example 4: Harold dies in January 4, 2020 and leaves his IRA to his sister, Mary, who was born eight years
after he was born. Since Mary is less than 10 years younger than Harold, she is an eligible designated
beneficiary, and the balance in the inherited IRA can be paid out over her life expectancy. This formula uses
the IRS Single Life Expectancy Table and factor is reduced by 1 each year (14.8, 13.8, 12.8, etc.). In this case,
her inherited IRA will be entirely distributed within 15 years.

Sample 5: Judy dies in 2020 and leaves her IRA to named beneficiary Terry, her brother, who was born 12
years after Judy. Terry is not an eligible designated beneficiary because he is more than 10 years younger
than Judy. His RMD Calculation would have the following format and language:

Note: This is the standard Non-Spouse Inherited IRA formula and language. The " eligible designated
beneficiary" situations are exceptions that may use the IRS Single Life Expectancy Table and distribute funds
over their lifetimes.

Sample 6:
Kenneth died on January 10, 2020 at age 74. He left his IRA to his named beneficiary Sandy, his
granddaughter, who is 7 years old. Sandy is not an eligible designated beneficiary since she is not his child,
even though she is a minor. She must distribute her inherited IRA over 10 years, similar to Sample 5.

Sample 7:
James died on January 3, 2020 at age 42. He named his daughter, Roxy, age 13, the beneficiary of his IRA.
Roxy is an eligible designated beneficiary because she is a minor and also his child. She would be required to
take Required Minimum Distributions based on the IRS Single Life Expectancy Table until she reaches the age
of majority, after which, she must distribute the balance of her inherited IRA over 10 years.

Note: The software uses age 18 as the age of majority for all states except Mississippi, where it is age 21,
Nebraska, where it is age 19, and Arkansas where it is also age 19.

